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The propagation of guided electromagnetic waves in dielectric 
waveguides has received considerable attention in the engineering literature 
[l, 5-7. 13, 141. The practical importance of these waves in both com- 
munications using optical fibers and in integrated optical circuitry using 
thin film technology is well known [5-7, 131. The dielectric waveguides 
used in integrated optics are asymmetric slabs which constitute the simplest 
optical waveguides. 
The configuration for such a waveguide consists of three-dimensional 
Euclidean space decomposed into a horizontal dielectric slab of finite 
thickness sandwiched between two infinite half spaces; a true waveguide is 
formed when the ratios of the phase speeds of the half spaces to that of the 
slab are greater than one. These ratios are the reciprocals of the refractive 
indices found in [S]. 
Besides the direct applications in integrated optics, the study of slab 
waveguides and their properties is often useful in gaining an understanding 
of the waveguiding properties of more complicated dielectric waveguides. 
The analysis of this problem is usually carried out using the methods of 
geometrical (ray) optics and/or a reduction, based on various simplifying 
assumptions, to finding solutions for the one-dimensional reduced wave 
equation [S, 6, 13 J. This analysis yields the electromagnetic field as an 
orthogonal direct sum of TE (transverse electric) and TM(transvese 
magnetic) radiation modes and TM, TE guided modes which propagate in 
the slab and decay away from it. 
The complete set of generalized eigenfunctions obtained below from the 
spectral analysis of the Maxwell operator in an appropriate Hilbert space 
are of exactly this same type. This of course is to be expected. 
The spectral analysis of a similar waveguide problem-electromagnetic 
waves over a dielectric clad perfect conductor-has been carried out in 
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[lo] and a scalar version of this problem in [ 151. A major advantage of 
this type of analysis is the explicit representations of both the Parseval 
identity and the solution group delivering the electromagnetic field for 
arbitrary finite energy initial data. 
In the present paper we extend the techniques developed in [2,3, S-101 
to obtain the spectral analysis of the Maxwell operator for the asymmetric 
waveguide problem. We obtain an explicit representation for the Green’s 
function and from it obtain a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions in 
the form of plane wave and trapped wave modes. These modes along with 
the projection onto the static subspace for the Maxwell operator are then 
used to obtain explicit representations of the Parseval identity and the 
solution group. The procedure used to carry out this program is more or 
less straightforward [2, 3, 8-121 but somewhat technical, in part owing to 
the vector nature of Maxwell’s equations. A major computational difficulty 
encountered in constructing the Green’s function is the computation of 
twelve 6 x 6 reflection and transmission matrices needed to satisfy interface 
conditions at the boundaries of the slab. The algebraic equations which 
these matrices are required to satisfy do not have unique solutions. In 
addition, a straightforward approach to obtaining solutions to these 
equations is a formidable task. One of the main contributions of the 
present work is the presentation of a very simple procedure for obtaining 
these matrices. By seeking them in a special form, motivated by physical 
considerations, and using three simple transformations which reflect the 
geometry of the waveguide and symmetries in the Maxwell operator, all 
these matrices can be computed by solving only three very simple 2 x 2 
algebraic systems. These same techniques will be a major computational 
aid when applied to problems involving several dielectric (as well as con- 
ducting) layers. 
The content of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section 1 we present 
the appropriate Hilbert space formulation of the problem along’ with 
several results regarding the Maxwell operator in this setting. We then 
present a brief discussion of the more or less classical approach, via spec- 
tral theory, which will be used to obtain the generalized eigenfunctions and 
Parseval identity. Section 2 contains the construction of the Green’s 
function, requiring the computation of the reflection and transmission 
matrices, and a sketch of the proof that the resolvent kernel as constructed 
does, in fact, deliver the resolvent for the Maxwell operator. Finally in Sec- 
tion 3 we obtain the generalized eigenfunctions, Parseval identity and the 
representation of the solution groups in terms of the TM and TE plane 
wave and trapped wave and static modes. 
The proofs of most of the results are unavoidably extremely lengthy and 
technical. Many of the more technical proofs are almost identical to the 
corresponding proofs found in [2, 81. For this reason and for the sake of 
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brevity we have chosen to omit detailed proofs and give either a brief dis- 
cussion enabling the reader to till in the details or refer the reader to the 
more detailed discussions found in [2, 81. 
1. HJLBERT SPACE FORMULATJON OF THE PROBLEM 
Let x,, j= 0, 1, 2, denote respectively the characteristic functions of the 
intervals R, = (0, co), R, = (-a, 0), R, = (-co, -a), where a>O, and 
assume that the regions R; = R2 x [wj are filled with a homogeneous, 
isotropic, dielectric medium characterized by electromagnetic constants E,, 
p,. Define the constant 6 x 6 matrices E,, j = 0, 1, 2, by E, = diag[s,I, x 3, 
P,LA and let 
E = E(x) = 2 x,E,. (1.1) 
/=O 
Maxwell’s equations can then be written as 
id,u(x, t) = E- ‘A(D) u(x, t) = Au(x, t), 
where x=(x’,.x~)=(x~,x~,x~)ER~\{x~=~, x3= -a}, ZER, 
(1.2) 
U’ 
U= [I U 2 ’ 
u’=‘[uI.u2,u3]~E is the electric field, u~=‘[u~,u~,uJ=H is the 
magnetic field and 
A(D)= -p,,t [ yt 3 1 L 0 -a, a2 rot = a, 0 -a, 1 . (1.3) 
-a2 a, 0 
Let K, K,, S denote the Hilbert space L2(R3, U?) with the respective 
inner products CL g> =&f(x) g(x) dx, CL g>, = (f; E, g>, (f, g) = 
(f, Eg). We seek the solution to (1.2) satisfying 
u(., t) E 2f for each t E R and u(x, 0) =f(x) E 2. (1.4) 
DEFINITJON 1.1. (1) A, is the operator A(D) with domain 
i&4..) = {fE ic AfE K}. 
(2) A, is the graph closure of A on 9(R3, C”), (9(R3, C”) is the 
space of smooth compactly supported functions from R3 to C6). 
The proofs of the next two theorems can be found in a variety of sources; 
for detailed discussions see, for example, [2,4, 8, lo]. 
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THEOREM 1.2. A, = A,,, - A is a self-adjoint operator in K. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let J: K + ~9 be the identification map ~‘=f: Define 
%A)=B(A) and forfeg(A), AJf=EP’Af: 
Remark 1.4. (1)From (1.3) A(D)=Cf=, A,D,, where for $EC’, A, 
v=7ti5, -$‘l, 0, -$r, $1. 0). 
(2) For fog, A,D,f=A(D)f-A,D,f-A,Dzf~LZ([W, 
H-‘(IW2, C6)), where H”(IW2, C6) is the usual Sobolev space (see [2, 8, lo]). 
Hence A,~E C,( iw, H I” KY2 C”) ) (the continuous bounded functions on ( 
x3 E Iw with values in the Sobblev space HP 1/2([w2, C6)). 
THEOREM 1.5. (1) The operator A in Definition 1.3 is self-adjoint in Xx. 
(2) N(A)=JN(A), where N(A), N(A) are the null spaces of A and A. 
(3) The set ((Vd, Vlc/): 4, II/e9([W3, C)} c K is dense in N(A); here 
V=‘(D,, D,, D,) is the gradient. 
(4) f = ‘(f’, f ‘) E N(A)l if and only if 
(a) J‘EX; 
(b) divf’=D,f,+DZJ2+D3f3=0, 
divf’=D, fb+D2f5+D3f6=0 
in L2([w3,, C),j=O, 1, 2; and 
(cl O=cOf3(.,0+)-El f;(.,0-)=&lf3(., -a+)-E2f3(., -a-), 
o=hf6(‘~o+) -~lf6(‘50-)=khf6(‘3 -a+) -p2f6(‘, -a-) 
in the sense of H ‘,‘([w’, @). 
(5) ForfEQ(A) 
Lf(.,O+)=Lf(.,O-), Lf(., -a+)=Lf(., -a-) 
in HP ‘12([w2, 6?), where Lf = ‘(f,, f2, f4, f5). 
(1.5) 
The proof of this theorem requires only very simple computations (see 
[2, 3, 8, lo]). Parts (1) and (2) follow from Definition 1.3 and Theorem 1.2. 
Part (3) is justified using the Fourier transform and simple vector identities. 
Part (4) is a consequence of parts (2) and (3). Finally, part (5) follows from 
Remark 1.4. 
The spectral theorem for unbounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert 
space [ll, 121 can thus be applied to A in X to obtain the solution to the 
initial value problem ( 1.2), ( 1.4) for initial data f E B(A). This solution is 
given by u(x, t) = U( t)f(x), where U(t) = “exp( - i/it)” is a one-parameter 
group of unitary operators in 2”. This group will be constructed below, 
based on an explicit representation for the resolvent R(c) = (A - CZ) - I, or 
more specifically of the resolvent kernel G(x, y, [) satisfying 
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R(i)f(x)=IG(x,y,i)f(y)dy~~(A) forfE 3t?, Im i # 0, 
(A - 51) G(x, Y, i) =6(x -Y), 
LG(x', 0 +, i) = LG(x', O-, i), (1.6) 
LG(x’, --a+, i)=LG(x’, --a--, 0. 
Here 6(.) is the delta function and the last two conditions (interface con- 
ditions at x3 =O, -a) are required by (1.5) in order that ROE 9(A). 
Before proceeding to Section 2 and the construction of G(x, y, [) we 
present a brief discussion of the procedure used in Section 3 (see 
[2, 3, 8, lo]) to obtain the generalized eigenfunctions and Parseval identity 
from G(x, y, [) and the spectral theorem. 
First, the-physical interpretation of G(x, y, 0 from (1.6) as the stationary 
field at the point x resulting from a superposition (with coefficient f(y)) of 
unit point sources at y E suppf suggests seeking G(x, y, 4’) in the form 
G(x, Y, 0 = i x,(Y~) ‘TX, Y, i-1 = : G,(x, Y, 0 (1.7) 
J=o 0 
Thus G/(x, y, [) corresponds to the field at x due to a unit point source in 
the layer R/3. 
For f~ %? let 
WC)=j (3.3 Y, O~(Y)~Y=GG(.,Y, iIf 
and denote the Fourier transform with respect to x E R” by 
&f(q) = (2n)-“‘2 1. e-l-’ “f(x) dx, q E W, 
and its inverse by @f f(x) = @,f( -x). Thus we have for any I/ E 9(R3, 
a=? 
(W, E,@@(l).f)= OkE,x,R(~)f> 
= (x/+3 NC).!-) = (R(i) xJbk.f) 
= ((3.7 Y, i) x/(y) ti(Yhf) = (G,(.e Y, i) ‘h(Y).f) 
=(@,*GJ(*, ~3 Cl @$(~),f) 
= <@,*GJ(*, q, l) @$~(tl), E(.)f) 
= (W, EJ ‘(@,*G,(x, . t  i) E,-‘1 E(x)f(x)) 
(here CD = @, with n = 3). 
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This implies 
@,R(;)f(q)=j- ‘(@,TG,(x,q,i) E,-‘)E(x)fb)dx- y,ff(s>i). (1.8) 
Further, from the resolvent identity, the symmetry relation R*(i) = R([) 
and for fE Y(iw3, C”) (9 denotes the space of rapidly decreasing 
functions), and 0 # K E II& 3, E IX we have 
(f,[R(A+iK)-R(A-iti)]f) 
=2irc(R(l-ilc)f,R(A:-i7c)f) 
=2iu i (X’R(A--ik-)f, E,X,R(A-itc)f) (1.9) 
/=O 
=k i (~,f(?,i), E,ylf(rly S))li=i+,, 
The spectral theorem thus implies 
(1.10) 
As will be seen later, the value c = 0 is an eigenvalue for n which is 
embedded in the continuous spectrum. In order to avoid technical dif- 
ficulties in obtaining the Parseval identity from (1.10) (due to this embed- 
ded eigenvalue), we consider functions f in that equation with the further 
properties @f (. ) E g( R3, C6) and supp @f (. ) n { 1 t I= 0} = 0, where 
q= (t;, p), {= ([,, t2)c R2, PER. Then, as in Lemma4.5 of [2], there 
exists a 6 (depending on f) so that R([)f is analytic in the punctured disk 
Th us, we can deform the i contour of integration to 
1 f \2=lim(27ci)-1 
KlO 
U R(i)f) d5 
++ 5 aa (A [R(I + ilc) - R(A - iK)] f dl 
+/f (f, IR(i+iK)-R(i-Q)lf)diij, (1.11) 
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where c, is the positively oriented circle (I[ 1 = K}. The projection, ZI,, 
onto the null space, N(A), of A in 2 is computed in Section 3 from the for- 
mula 
(.A n~f) = -Res C.6 W0.f). 
<=O 
(1.12) 
With this notation Eq. (1.10) can be written as 
(1.13) 
Just as in [2, 3, 8, lo] we obtain the Parseval identity from (1.13) using 
the classical formula 
l$lc*- j 
b 4(J)dl 
o (/I-k)*+K* 
= &.b,(k) dkh (1.14) 
valid for continuous functions 4. Note, for example, for k(q) (see the dis- 
cussion preceding (1.15)) real we have 
-1 =n ic 
s 
00 I(d - (k(q) - k)) !PJY,f(q, I + ix)],! d;l. 
6 (2 -k(tjq2 + lc* . 
The essential ingredients needed to derive the desired expansion from 
(1.13), (1.14) are the justification of interchange of limit in K and 
integration with respect to q in (1.13) and the computation of the 
generalized eigenfunctions obtained as the residues at the singularities in i 
of 0.: G,(x, v, L-1. 
Justifying the interchange of limits is an extremely tedious computation 
showing that the integrands in (1.13) are integrable in q uniformly in 
K E (0, ~~1. The reader is referred to the appendices in [2, 81 for a more 
detailed discussion of the necessary estimates. 
The generalized eigenfunctions are obtained as follows. In Section 2 we 
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construct @-z G,(x, q, [) and observe that for each fixed q = (5, p), 15 1 # 0, 
p #O this matrix valued function has a finite number of simple real 
singularities, [ = k(n) (the number of singularities increases with increasing 
( 5 I). For each such singularity we compute the residue at [ = k(q) + i0, 
~,(x,q,k(q))= lim (k(?)-S)~.~G,(x,?,i)E,-', (1.15) 
i+k(rr)+lO 
which satisfies 
(A -k(q) 4 qx, % k(v)) = 09 
LS,(x’, o+, q, k(v)) =Lqx’? o-3 q7 WI)), 
L,s,(x’, -a +, rj, k(q )) = LS,(x’, -a - 9 9, k(v )). 
(1.16) 
Furthermore the columns of S,(x, q, k(q)) satisfy (1.4). These kernels define 
bounded integral operators 
Y$C+K,, YfV-(v) = j-‘s,(x, rl, k(v)) ~W).l-tx) dx (1.17) 
with adjoints Yt* : K, -+ 2, Yf*f(x) = j S,(x, rl, k(v)) E,f(rl) dv. 
With this notation, (1.13) with the aid of (1.14) becomes 
If12=(mof)+C c I @qf(r)lf 
k J=o 
=(f,flo”f)+~ ; (f, Yyqf). 
(1.18) 
k J=o 
The sum on k here is finite for the special functions f satisfying 
cgf~ 9(lR3, C”), supp @fn { ( 5 ( = 0} # Qr. The notation xk is abusive but is 
intended to indicate the sum over the singularities [ = k(q), q E supp @J of 
@f G(x, q, 0. These singularities corresponding to the propagation speeds 
for the plane wave and trapped wave modes are described in Section 3. 
Equation (1.18) yields the Parseval identity obtained in (3.51) and as will 
be seen in Section 3, we obtain very simple expressions in terms of TM and 
TE modes for the generalized eigenfunctions 
S(X, ~3 k(V))= i sj(X, II, k(V))* 
,=o 
We now proceed to formalize the above discussion. 
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2. THE RESOLVENT AND RE~~LVENT KERNEL 
Extending the procedure in [2,3, S-101 we seek G = Cf= 0 G, as in (1.7) 
with the terms G, sought in the form 
Gcdx, Y, 0 = xoM(xo(x~)[IJo(x> Y, 0 - Rcdx, Y, 01 +x1(-4 &oh Y, 0 
+x*(x3) TOAX> YY m Plhl 
G,k Y, i) = xA~d{xA~dW, Y, 0 - R,k Y, 511 + x&J ~,,(x, Y, 0 
+x*(-d T,*(x, YT m (2.1 )I 
G,(x> Y, 0 = x2bd{xAMZ2k Y, 0 - Mx> .Y, 01 +x1(4 &I(x, Y, C) 
+ XOM T*& YY 01. (2-l )2 
In the term A,, the i indicates the medium of the source and the j 
indicates the medium in which the wave exists. 
The expressions Z,(x, y, <) are the free space fundamental solutions for 
the operators A, = E,- ‘A. They are obtained explicitly in (2.6~(2.14) from 
the defining equation 
(A, - 54 Z,(X> Y, i) = G-Y) (2.2) 
using the Fourier transform in Y’ (the space of tempered distributions) 
and the resolution of the identity for the symbol @A,(q). 
In order that G satisfy the conditions in (1.6), the remaining terms in 
(2.1), are to be constructed so that (denoting by A, any of the terms R,, 
S,, Tj) 
x,(x, )(/ii - U) A ,, = 0. (2.3) 
In addition, we require that the followng interface and integrability con- 
ditions be satisfied: 
L(CZ,-R,l(x’,O+,y,i))=LS,,(x’,O-,y,i), 
L&(x’, -a+,~, I)=LTo,(x’, --a-,~, 0, (2.41, 
L([Z,-R,l(x’,O-,y, i))=LT,,(x’,o+,~, 0, 
L([I,--,1(x’, --a+,y,i)=LT,,(x’, -a-,xi), (2.41, 
4 Cl2 - &lW, --a--, y, c-1) = ASKEW, -a-->y, i), 
LS,,(x’,O-,Y, i)=LJ-2,(x’, O+vY, i), (2.4~~ 
s oa;’ 
A&, Y, i)f(.~) 4 EL*@:, C6) forfE L,(R), C). (2-5) 
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Expressions A, satisfying (2.3), (2.5) are easily written down using infor- 
mation gained from explicit formulas for the traces of Gi,,Z,(<, x3, y, 0 on 
the hyperplanes x3 = 0, xg = --a. 
These explicit formulas for @,,Z,( <, x3, y, 5) are obtained using the 
Fourier transform, the residue theorem and the resolution of the identity 
for the matrices A,(q) = (@,A,)(q). 
For q E R’\(O), the matrices A,(q) are given by 
with characteristic polynomial 
WA,(v) -U) = i*(l* - c,’ Iv I*)*, C; = (El/.$) - ‘. (2.7) 
Thus /ii(q) has eigenvalues A,(q) = kc, 1 q 1, k = 0, + 1 each of multiplicity 
two. The projection onto the I., eigensubspace is given in terms of the 
orthonormal eigenvectors 
fl, = I II I - ’ ‘(% Oh rle = I? I - l ‘(f-4 II)> rl= (5, P), 0 = P-4 0, 0) (2.8) 
by 
Similarly, defining 
m,(a,b)=‘i?d,, -a523 1512,~,&, +5,,01, W), 
e,(a,b)=‘[:-~,b52,~,brl,O, -6, -42, ItI*], W), 
X$-d= Cb 151 fil-‘> ~e,@~=C~l&&-l, (2.10) 
we obtain the E,-orthonormal eigenvectors and projections corresponding 
to the nonzero eigenvalues A,(q), k = +l: 
mkj = El- ’ Nml(lZkJ) m(p, nkJ)? ekJ = q ’ Nej(lZkl) e(p? nkl)? 
pkl(v) =mkr ‘(J$mk,) + ekl ‘(J+k,). 
(2.11) 
The vectors mk,, ek, satisfy the properties 
‘(+Q) mkl = ‘(Elek,) ek] = 1; ‘(E,mk,) epr = Y4epl) mkl = 0, 
tAl(?) - Aklz) mk, = O? tAJ(?) -Aklz) ekl = O? 
(2.12) 
where 
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l,i,j=O, 1,2 and k,p= +l, 
,j-, P/cj(tl)=I, (~j(VJ-Cr)pl=k~p, (A/cJ-[)pl P,(q). (2.13) 
using the Fourier transform in (2.2), with (2.8) - (2.13) we obtain 
qx,Y,i)=P-‘s e”“-y)q(Aj(q) - c) - ’ dq (2.14) 
or for our purposes the more useful expression 
@,,Z,((, x3 y, () = (2x)-* eC’y’5 
s 
er(x3--Y3)P(AJ(<, p) - [)-I dp, (2.15) 
wherex=(x’,x,),x’=(~,,x~),rl=(5,p),5=(5~,5~). 
In order to satisfy the interface conditions in (2.4), we need explicit for- 
mulas for xo(v3) @,,Zd5,0+, Y, 0, x~(Y~) @,cZ~(t, O-, x 0, xl(y3) 
@,,Z1(<, --a+, y, LJ and x2(y3) @,,Zz(& ---a--, y, c). These expressions are 
easily obtained from (2.15) using the residue theorem. For fixed I t I# 0 
and Im c # 0 (,4,(<, p) - CZ) - ’ is an analytic function of p with simple poles 
in the upper and lower p-half spaces at p = fr,, 
TJzTj(5, ~)=CJ-’ J-3 Im r, 2 0. (2.16) 
Here we have taken the branch cut for the function ~~ in the [-complex 
plane to be the line segments ( - cc, -c, ( c ) ) and (ci I < 1, co). The 
functions r, are thus analytic functions in i away from these cuts and are 
parameterized by I< ( > 0. 
Now recalling the definitions in (2.9),,,, (2.9),, (2.10) let 
m’+, = - m,( fz,, TX e;,=e,(*T,, 0, 
P(+ZJ)=m.,‘(EJm,J)+e,J ‘tEJekJh 
(2.17) 
N, = N,(i 1, N, = NeJ( i 1. 
Simple applications of the residue theorem in (2.15) with the notation in 
(2.16) (2.17) yields 
@,*&(5, o+, Y, 0 = %JY-b), Y3 > 03 
@,,Z,((, 0-,y, i)=~1~e-“~(~~+~)P(t~), 
@,,Z,(& --a+, y, fl) =a1errly3P( -zl), Y, E (-4 01, 
(2.18) 
@x’z2(5, -a-, Y, 5) = @-2P(72), y3 < --a, 
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(.& = @) - 1 j/& - ~YYeW3, u1 = (271) - I il,e-'Y'ce"l", 
a2 = (TX ) - 1 jl, e - lr"te ~ ~~l(Y3 + (I), 
I,=c,-2jt,-? 
(2.19) 
The vectors m &,, e -+/ satisfy the properties (see (2.12)) 
‘(Elek,) ekl = ‘(J+k,) mkj = 1, 
‘(&e/c,) mp, = ‘(Ejm,J ek, = 0, 
(A, - () e”ce * ‘l”lm ~, = 0, 
(A, - i) e’“‘5e’T~3e *I = 0. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Remark 2.1. ( 1) The properties in (2.21), the fact that Im r, 2 0 and the 
definition of P( 5 z,) in (2.17) allow us to write down many functions A,, 
satisfying (2.3) and (2.5). For example, for any matrix valued function 
W5, Y, 0 we have 
(2) The use of the notation m, e for vectors (here referred to as TM 
(transverse magnetic) and TE(transverse electric) vectors) of the basic form 
in (2.9),, (2.9), is motivated by the following: 
Let n = (0, 0, l), v = (5,) t2, a) and define the “plane of incidence” to be 
the span of n and v. Then we have 
where 
m,(4 b) = ‘C~,,,~L,I~ e,(a, b) = ‘[EL,, ff,,,l, 
and 
v’H,,=n. H,,=v. El,=n. El,=O, 
implying H,, and E,, are perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Whereas 
E,,, = -El ‘h -~ ’ v x H,, and H,,,=p,-lb-‘vxE,, 
so that E,,, and H,,, lie in the plane of incidence. 
We are now in a position to write down the desired functions A, satisfy- 
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ing (2.3), (2.5). These functions will be determined modulo twelve 6 x 6 
matrices needed to satisfy the interface conditions in (2.4),. Let 
@,,&(5, x3, y, 0 = aoe’7w3fYd Co, 
where CO, C,, , D,, , D,, are 6 x 6 matrix functions of (<, [) to be chosen to 
satisfy (2.4),. Let 
@,rRl(t, x3,y, ~)=al[e-iT1(“3+“)P(-~l) C-,., +err1(x3+a’P(r,) C+“,], 
@,rTlo(5, x3, y, 0 = c~2c~~le1Tw3~(hJ D,lo, (2.22), 
@,rT12(<, x3, y, (I) = c~2c~ale~“2(“3+“~P( -z2) D,,,, 
where C+yl, Dylo, DY12 are again 6 x 6 matrix functions, in this case of the 
variables-( c, c, y3) chosen to satisfy (2.4), . Finally, let 
@.xsR2((, x3, y, () = a2e~rr2(x3+(1)P( -z2) C2, 
@,,S,,(5, x3, y, (l) = c;2c~a2[e”1(x3+“)P(zl) 
-e-‘r1c~x3+a)P(-~1) C,,] D,,, (2.22)2 
@,cT20(t, x3, Y, 0 = c;2c~a2e’T”3f’(qJ D20D21, 
with C,, C2,, D,,, Dzo chosen to satisfy (2.4),. 
Inserting the expressions in (2.22), into Eqs. (2.4), and simplifying we 
obtain the following systems of equations which deliver the reflection and 
transmission coefficients: 
W'(-~,)=f'(~,)G,,++;2~(-~2)D,21, (2.23), 
L[P(-r,)=P(zo)Co+c~c;2{e~“~a~(-zl)-e~T~QP(zl)Col} Do,], 
L,Ce- mY3+a)p(z,)=e -"'"P( -z,) C-,, +e'T'nP(T1) C,,, 
+c:co2Wo)DY,01 (2.23), 
LCe”1-“3P(-zl)=P(-z,)C-,,+P(z,)C+,,+c~c;2P(-z2)D,l2], 
L[e’T1”P(zI) = e-““‘I’( -z,) C,, + c:c;~P(z~) D,,], 
L[P(z,)=P(-7,) C2+C;c;2{I-C21} P(7,)D,,]. 
(2.23 I2 
The solution to these systems of equations is by no means unique and of 
course neither is the approach to solving them. The key idea in the 
procedure used here for constructing these matrices was suggested by 
4091109'1-4 
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J. R. Schulenberger-a fact which is herewith respectfully acknowledged. 
His observation was that physically a reflection matrix should turn an 
incident TE (TM) wave of one layer into a reflected TE (TM) wave of the 
same layer and a transmission matrix should turn an incident TE (TM) 
wave of one layer into a TE (TM) wave of another layer. With this idea in 
mind we seek matrices that perform such reflections and transmissions and 
at the same time do not couple TM and TE terms. We shall then seek the 
reflection and transmission matrices as appropriate linear combinations of 
these matrices. 
The desired matrices are obtained as follows. Let 
h2 = 
Let 
0 
452, -i;,) 
0 
0 0 0 
0 1 h2 ’ 
M;= A&N,,’ diag[&,&,~‘T,z;‘~2,2, &,E]-l, ZJx3], 
M;=N,Ne;’ diag[I~~.,,~,~,~‘~,~,~‘~,.,,~,~~~’l, 
Hr=M;H”,, H;= M’,H=+, 
Q = diag[ 1, 1, - 1, - 1, - 1, 11. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
The following properties are easily checked using (2.9),, (2.10) and (2.17): 
Qm +/= --m,,, Qe.,=e+,, H;m+,=m+,,, H;e,,=e,,, 
P= +L HFm,,=m.,, f++,=e+,, - - - (2.27) 
HYe+,= - H;m.,=O, H;Hq=H;H;=HyH&=H;H;=O, 
H;e+,=H;m,,=O. 
(2.28) 
- - 
A simple consequence of (2.27) is that 
‘(E,m f ,I HtJ’ = ‘(Ep +,) E,E; I, ‘(0 +J H& = ‘(E,e +,) E,E; l. (2.29) 
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The reflection and transmission coeficients are with one slight variation 
sought in the form 
s, H” + s, H’, (2.30) 
where H”, H’ are composed of known scalar and matrix factors and s,, s, 
are scalar factors to be determined. In general S, is obtained from S, by the 
simple transformation 
where P = (Q, po, Ed, ply Ed, p2h i.e., S,(P) =.UT(p)). 
Two other transformations will be used to obtain the matrices C21, D20, 
C2, D2,, D.v12 from Cot, Do2, Co, DoI, D,,,: 
R(p)= (627 c12~~1~ PI> co, PO), x3 --t -(x3 + a). (2.32) 
The first transformation simply interchanges (co, po) and (Ed, p2) and the 
second sends (0, a~)+(---co, -a), (-a,O)-+(-a,O) and (--a, -a)-+ 
(0, a). 
The matrices Colt Do2 satisfying the first equation in (2.23), are sought 
in the form 
Co1 = rmOl H’L’ + real H’- , 
D02=~;2c~E,E;1[NmlN~~tmO~H~~+N,~N,;1te02H~,], (2.33) 
where ymol, rcol, tmo2, td2 are to be determined. 
Substituting (2.33) into (2.23), yields the two systems of equations 
(2.34) 
Recalling the definitions of m,,, e,, in (2.17) and L in (1.5), the 
equations in (2.34) reduce to the two 2 x 2 systems 
El -‘zl = -~;‘tlrmOl +~~-‘t~f~~, I= rmOl + b,, (2.351, 
PI -IT, = -p;‘t,r,, +p;‘~,t,,, 1 = r&, + te02. (2.39, 
It is obvious from (2.31), (2.35),, (2.35), that 
real = rmol(~b))~ &o~ = tmo,(Vp)). (2.36) 
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Defining 
and applying Cramer’s rule to (2.35), yield 
rtno~ =&d&n) - ‘5 tmoz = 2&,~,(Arn12) --I (2.38) 
and from (2.36) 
r rol = &kLJ - ‘. te02 = 21”27,(4,,2)- ‘. (2.39) 
The matrices Cal, D,, are now obtained by substituting (2.38), (2.39) 
into (2.33). 
The matrices C,, , Dzo satisfying (2.23)* are obtained from Cal, Do, using 
the transformation p -+ R(p) in (2.23) as follows. Defining 
C,,, =e-2rr10C2,, D ,2o = e ~ rriaD20 (2.40) 
the first equation in (2.23), becomes 
Seeking the matrices C121, D,,, in the form 
Cl21 = rm21 H? + rezl He- , 
~~20=~;~~~~0’~,C~rn2o~,~~~~~H;;;=~,2o~,~~,~~,l 
(2.41) 
and on comparing the resulting equations with (2.35),, s = e, m we obtain 
C2, = e2’7’uC,21 = e2rr10C0,(R(p)), D,, = e’r’aD,20 = e’T1aD02( R p)). 
(2.42) 
With the definitions in (2.32), (2.37) we have Aslo= As12(R(p)), 
Oslo = ls12(R( p)), s = e, m and (2.42) becomes 
CzI = e2’r~u~~,lo(A,lo) ~ ’ H”_ + aelO(AelO) - ’ H’ 1, 
D20=e’71ac;2c~E~1E,[2~ot,(Am10)-1Nm~N~~HH;;1 (2.43) 
+2~o~,(A.,o)-’ N,,N,‘H&l. 
The following expressions and their properties are useful in obtaining the 
remaining reflection and transmission matrices. Define 
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Q&x3) = e-‘71cx3+a)Z+ ~,,&LI~~~)-~ ei71(x3+0)Q, 
Qe12(x3) = e -rTl(x3+u)Z- &2(/je12) - 1 err~(x3+4Q, 
Q,,,Io(x~) = Qd --(x3 + a))(Wp)) = err1x3Z+ d”mlO(dmlO)~l eeirlx3Q, 
(2.44) 
Qelo(x3) = Qd - (~3 + a))(W)) = err’x3Z- dP1O(delO)- ’ e m-rrlxsQ, 
Qm12 = Q,,,(O) = e -“‘“I+ d”m12(dm12) - ’ errlaQ, 
Qe12 = Q,JO) = e- “‘“I- d”e12(de,2) ~’ eLrlaQ, 
a +ml2 = e -“la+ dm,2(dm12)-’ errlu, Q=diag[l, 1,-l, -1, -1, 11. 
A simple computation using (2.33), (2.38), (2.39) shows that 
[e~‘“‘“Z-Co,e”‘“]m_, = Qm12m-l, [e’““Z- CO,eLrio] e _ I = Qe,,e ~ 1. 
(2.45) 
With this notation and on seeking C,, DOI in (2.23),, in the form 
the second equation in (2.23)0 becomes 
LCm~,=r,m+,+Q,,,N,,‘N,,t,,,m-,l, 
LCe-,=r,e,+Q,,2N,;‘N,,t~ole-,l. 
(2.47) 
Just as in (2.34), (2.35),, ~=m, e we obtain two 2 x 2 systems for the 
unknowns rmO, tmO, and rpo, t,,. 
The first system for rmO, tmOl is 
&< l To = -EC ’ ~Or,0+~+m12&;1~1fmOI, 1 = rmo + a- m12 fnrOl (2.48) 
and the solutions are given by 
r mo = ~,o(&o) ~ ‘2 tmo1= Z-5, To(d,o) ~ l> (2.49) 
where 
A,, = COT, a +m12 + .s,~Oa,,Z = dmlOe-‘T’O- ~m10~m12(dm12)- ’ errla, 
Jrno = cO~, amI - El 5oa,,2 = -2,,oe-“‘“+ dm10dm,2(dm,2)-1 e”‘“. 
(2.50) 
The solutions reo, t,, for the second system are obtained as in (2.36) 
using p + T(p): 
r~==rmO(T(p))=d~o(d,o)~‘, t~,=t,,,(T(p))=2~~ro(d,)-‘, (2.51) 
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where 
A, = AelOe -iilu - drJe12(Ae12) ~ l tPa. 
Jpo = J,,,e --lT’u + Ae,0iie,2(Ae,2)~ ’ errlo. 
(2.52) 
We obtain C2, Dzl for (2.23)2 from Co, D,, using p -+ R(p) as follows. 
Define 
D,z, = e”‘UDZl, (2.53) 
evaluate the second equation in (2.23)2 at R(p) and use (2.40) to obtain 
Up(d = p( -4 C,(R(P)) -t {e rr’uZ-eL7’aC2,} c;c;~P(T,) DlzI(r(p))]. 
Now comparing this equation with the corresponding equation in (2.23),, 
we see that C2, D,, can be written as 
C,=GdR(p)), D2,=e~“‘“D,,(R(p)). (2.54) 
Hence we obtain 
C2=rm2H?T +rc2H’, (2.55) 
D2,=e~“‘“D,2,=e~“‘Uc~2c~E;1E,[N,2N~,’t,,2H;;+N,2N~~1t,,,H;2], 
where 
r m2=r,,(R(p))=d”,2(A,2)-‘, re2 = r,dR(p)) = Je2b4J ‘, 
(2.56) 
t m21 = t,,,(R(p))=2E,z,(A,,)-‘, tf21=frOl(R(P))=2~,Z2(de2)~I, 
and 
A,2 z ArndN~)) = AAA,,o)- ’ A,o, A,, 5 A.,(W)) = A,,,@,,,) -’ A,, 
an2 = d”n7dwh A2 = d”,(wd). (2.57) 
Thus it remains to compute C,,,, Dylo, D,,, satisfying (2.23), . At first 
glance these equations appear considerably more complicated then (2.23),, 
(2.23),. Even so, with the aid of two symmetry relations which are con- 
sequences of the self-adjointness of A, more specifically from the identity 
E(x) G(x, Y, i I= ‘CE( Y) G( ~3 x, [)I, (2.58) 
and keeping in mind our basic philosophy that reflection and transmission 
matrices should reflect and transmit TM and TE waves without coupling 
them, we are able to obtain D,,, from the previously computed matrices 
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Do1, C,,i. We may then obtain Dy,2 from DY,O using the transformations 
p --+ R(p)) and x3 + -(x3 + a). 
The matrices C+,i are then obtained by solving one 2 x 2 algebraic 
system and using the transformation p + r(p). We now formalize this dis- 
cussion. 
In terms of the Fourier transform in the tangential variables, (2.58) can 
be written as 
E(x3)~,,G(~,x3,y,r)=e- w+~‘)~ ‘[E(y,) @,,G(& y3, x, T-J. (2.59) 
On equating the terms involving xl(y3) x0(x3) and x,(x3)xZ(x3) using 
(2.1),, (2.22),,j=O, 1, 2, we have 
The definitions of Q,i2(y3), s= e, m, in (2.44) and the expressions in 
(2.45) imply 
p(Tl)[e-wh+~L 
Glerr’(y3+o)l =P(~l)CH”, Q,,AY~) + ZP+ Q,,AY~)I, 
which from (2.60) suggests we seek Dvlo in the form 
D y10 = To -‘z,e -h’=4,0CH”, Q,12(~3) + W+ Q,,z(~dl. (2.61) 
Substituting Do, (from (2.46), (2.49), (2.51)) in (2.61) we have 
Wo) D,,o = C~,-,‘~,,~,,,~T,+~,;‘~,~,,~,1 P(Tl) 
= C~~ll~,o~,olm+o’(Elm+l)+~~l~~~,l~+o’(E,e+l)l, 
which clearly holds if we take 
DIOI = L-K,’ Nmotmo, fG + N, ’ Neoteo, %, 1 E, Eo- ’ . (2.62) 
Finally, combining (2.61) (2.62) we obtain 
Dy10=2~l~~“i”ElE~1C~~11~,o~l(~,o~~1 Q,,AY) H;;1 
+ Ne; ‘N,PI(~,) - ’ Q,,~(Y) fG, I. (2.63) 
Evaluating the first expression in (2.60) using p -+ R(p) and 
x~--+ -(~,+a) (recalling that COI(R(~))=e-2’T10C2,, D,,(R(p))= 
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e”‘“D,,) and comparing the resulting expression with the second equation 
in (2.60) show that we can take 
412 = D,,o(R(P)> - (~3 + ~1). (2.64) 
Finally the form of D,,, in (2.63) and the first equation in (2.23) suggest 
seeking C, Vl in the forms 
The first equation in (2.23), reduces to 
2 -2 Ur-,I~-,+r+,~+,= -CICO ~o’~~~,,‘~,o~mOl~+ol, 
L[rp.,e_,+r+.,e+,= -c:c0220’Z,Np;1N~t~ole+o]. 
(2.66) 
As in the earlier cases these reduce to two 2 x 2 systems and the solutions 
for the second system are obtained from the solutions of the first using the 
transformation p + T(p). The first 2 x 2 system is 
r --ml -rtml =2~,r~(d,~) ‘, rpm,+r+m,= -2&o~,(d,o)~1 (2.67) 
with solutions 
r-4 = Jm,o(~,o) ‘, r +ml = -~,,o(~,o) -’ 
and from the second system of equations we obtain 
(2.68) 
r -el = J,lo(dd) ‘, r+,I = -d,,,(deo) ‘. (2.69) 
It can be shown directly that the matrices C,,., constructed above also 
satisfy the second equation in (2.23),. Evaluating this second equation at 
(R(P)> -(-Y~+Q)) d an comparing with the first equations yields the useful 
identities 
C+v,=e-“‘“C -,.,Wp),-(~,+a)), 
c_,.,=e”lUC-t,.,(R(p),-(y,+a)). (2.70) 
We have thus obtained an explicit representation for a candidate for the 
Green’s functions G(x, y, [). More specifically we have @,,G(& x3, y, [), 
whereas recalling the discussion in (1.8F( 1.18) what we actually want is 
@,*G(x, g, i). With respect to the tangential variables we easily obtain 
@-;,G(x, (, y,, ;) = er(x’+“‘)5@xsG((, x3, y, [) (2.71) 
and we need only apply Qp.T, to obtain the desired result. 
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First consider the terms x,(q) xi( y3) @TI,(x, 5, y,, [) from (2.15) with 
(2.1),, (2.71). The difficulty encountered in performing the transform in the 
x3 variable is the presence of the terms xi( y3). In order to overcome this we 
add and subtract terms to obtain expressions which can be computed 
explicitly using the Fourier inversion formula in s’ and the residue 
theorem. We have 
x,(x3) @.:3x,03) @,“Zjk <? Y3? i) 
=x,(x,) @y*3qJ,k 5, Y,, 0 
-x,(x3) qJW\R,b3) @pJxv 5, Y3, c-1 
=x,(x3) cB;~(~z) -’ erx’t j e”-““(A,(c& z) - [Z) - 1 dz 
(2.72) 
(2~)~~ c?~‘~x,,,,(JJ,) 
s e”“3-~b3)*(A,(t, z)- (2-l dz . 1 
The Fourier inversion formula applied to the first term yields 
(2n)-3’2&(X3)eixy4(q)-~z)-’ (2.73) 
and the second term can be evaluated explicitly by direct integration and 
application of the residue theorem. For example, in the case j = 0, x3 E R,, 
y, E R\RO implies (x3 -y3) E IL!,, so the integral with respect to z in (2.72) 
can be evaluated using the residue theorem as in (2.15t(2.19). Once this 
has been done the y, integration due to G-F, can be performed directly and 
we obtain with (2.73) 
@,*(x&3) x0(. ) zcdx> .vi))(a) 
= (271) 3’2 x0(x3) e’“q(A,(q) - CZ) - ’ 
- (271) (3’2) ec-y’rxo(x3) etTsS3fo(p - ro) - ’ P(z,). (2.7410 
The other two cases, j= 1,2, are computed in the same way and we 
obtain 
XIb3) @,*(x1(.) Zl(X9 .Y O)(?) 
=(27c-3’2~1(x3)e~xq(Al(~)-~Z)-’ 
_ (zn) - 3/2 x1(x3) jl e~x’5[e - ~~4x3 + a) 
x(~-r,)-‘P(z,)-e-‘““‘(p+z,)-‘P(-t,)] (2.74), 
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and 
x*(x3) @.3x2(. ) J2k .7 i))(v) 
= (27~~~‘~ x2(x,) e’““(A,(q) - [) ~’ + (2~)~~‘~ x2(x3) err’< 
xe- ‘T2(r3+uv2(p + t2) ~ l P( -T2). (2.74)~ 
The application of @T, to ail remaining terms A, provides only integrals 
that can be integrated directly. For example, one obtains integrals like 
i 
X0( Y3) erJ3fP + TO) 43 = i(p + To) ~ ‘, 
where the integration is possible since Im tO> 0. Performing all such 
integrations and collecting all the results of this section we finally obtain 
the desired expressions for @y* G,(x, q, <), j = 0, 1, 2, 
@)G,(x, yl, i)= (27~) -‘I2 x,(x3) e’““(A,(rl)- iI)-’ + (2711-l 
x e’r’cVm, + (27~) -’ e’-x’rV,, (2.75) 
where the terms VmO, VCO, I’,, and V,, are given by 
Vmo=(271)-1’2(2(~12~o~)-1 (-(p-~~)~~~~~(x~)e’~@%~‘m’+~(E~m’+~) 
+ ((p + to) A,,) ’ [&(X3) e’To”3~,oE~ ‘m’+0 
- 2xItx3) 5oQm12(x3) m’- , 
-4x2(.Y3) .sI~~~,(dm,2)~’ e ~rrz(r3+a’m’_2] ‘(f&m-,)}, (2.76),, 
v,0=(2n) m”2(21(12To[)m’ ~-(p-To)~‘~o(x3)e”o”3p~-1e’+o’(Eoe’+o) 
+ (p + To) A,,) ’ [x0(x3) e”@d” p~~o~1e’+o-2xlb3) ~oQe12(x3) e’-, 
-4~2(X3)~,Io2,(dr,2)~~1 e-172’r3+o’d 2] ‘(Eod_o)), (2.76),0 
~/,,=(2n)~‘~2(2~(~~“r,)~‘~~,(~3)(~+~,)~’e~’~~r’~~Lm’~,‘(E,m’~,) 
-x,(x3)(p-T,) -‘e rufJerr”r;3+u’&~‘m’+l ‘(Elm’+,)-(fl,,)--’ 
x [(d,,o~,(~3)e-“‘“‘e,~ 1m’~,-~o(x3)2~,e”~‘3m’+o)‘(E,m’+,) Um,2 
+d,,~(d,,~)F’ (~m,~X,(X3)e’T”~~3+u’E;‘m’+, -X2(X3)221 
xe rrz(t3+u+7i 3) ‘(Elm ,) Urnlo]), (2.76),, 
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xc -“lx3p;le’l ‘(E,e’-)-X,(x,)(p-t,)-’ eciup 
xe’T1(‘3+0)~1e’+1’(Ele’,,)-(d,o)-’ [(d,,oX,(.~3)e-‘~“‘~u;’ 
xe’-, - 2x0(x3) e”Ox3e’+ o) ‘(E, e’+ , 1 up,* + ~,,o(~,,*)- L al*xIbJ) 
xe rrl(r3+u) -le’ PI + 1 -2x2(x,) e-‘r2’-~‘+u’e’-2)‘(E,e’- ,I Uelo]}, 
(2.76),, 
here 
~,*2=~-~P--z,)-‘~+~*,*~~,,,)-‘~+~P+~,)-1 a 
~,,2=~-(~-~,)-*~+d”e,2~~e*2)-‘~+~P+~,~-’Q!, 
u m10 = e -‘c’a(p+~,)-’ v +Z+d”,,o(d,lo)-’ (p-tl)-1ez7Jou- Q, 
UelO= e-‘*“(p + T,)-’ u, I+ d”slo(dp,o)-l (p-5,)-’ erYp Q, 
V It = e + 1718 _ e - lap, 
and finally the terms V,, and V,, are given by 
Ym2=(271)-1’2e-‘“p(2)~)26~2)-1 (~~(x~)(p+5~)-~ 
xs;‘e - fT2h + u)m’- 2 ‘(E2m’- *) 
+((p-r,)d,,)-’ [-~2(x3)d”,2e;‘e-“2”3+“‘m’_2 
+2~~(x~)~~P,,~(x,)m’+~ 
+ 4x&3) e crax3E1 Tl ‘*(d,,o)- l m’+ol YE2m’+*), (2.Wm2 
and 
~,2=(2x)-“2e-‘“P(21~)2~~2)-’ 
x {x2(x3)(p + T*)-’ p; 1e-‘r2(“3fU’e’.~zr(E2e’-,) 
-t((p-z,)d,,)-’ [-~2(~~)~,2~;‘e-“2’“3+n)e’_2 
+ 2xI(x3) ~2Q,,oM e’+ 1 
+ 4x&,) e ‘Tor3~15122(4e,o) - ’ e’+,l ‘(E2e’+2)}. 
It will be seen below that the operator 
(2.77) 
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(defined for Im [ # 0 and f~ 2) is the resolvent for A. 
THEOREM 2.1. For Im [ # 0, the operator R(c) given in (2.77) is the 
resolvent for A in X, i.e., R(i) is bounded, R(~)~Ez~(A) and 
(A - m Ni)f=J 
Sketch of Proof For f~ X and Im {#O, we must show that 
@,,wi)f(r, $1 = @Z3 c;=o(~,(~) - U) - l @,f(L x3) + V,f(L x3) + 
P’,f(t, x3) is in X. In what follows we shall use c(c) to denote a generic 
constant depending only on [. Standard hyperbolic estimates [2,8, lo] 
which follow easily from (2.7) (2.13) yield 
J‘ s d5 Da? dx,I@: i (A,(q)-U-’ @,f(C x~)12~c2(1)lf12 (2.78) R 
J=o 
and thus we need only show 1 V,f ( 2 d c2(1)l f I’, s = e, m. To this end note 
that for Im c #0 and the definition of r, in (2.16), the expressions lrJ,l, 
I~fr,l, (d,?ll, s=e,m are all bounded away from zero in O<l<\<m. 
The denominators in these terms also contain I A,,(, 1 A,, I = 
( dS12(dS,o) - ’ A,, ( , s = e, m. We must show that these terms are bounded 
away from zero. This is done by showing that A,( 5, <) = 0 is only possible 
for Im [ = 0. From (2.50), (2.52) we see that A,, = 0 if and only if 
~~,ods12/As,oA,12 = e--2”1”, 
and hence 
( ~s10A.s12/As10Ar12 / = e21mr1a > 1. (2.79) 
We note that the right side of (2.79) is greater than one for Im [ # 0 since 
Im r, > 0. We now show that the left side is less than or equal to one. Con- 
sider, for example, the case s = m. Then 
(E,Rer, - aJRet,)2 + (e,Imr, - aJImri)2 ‘I2 
(a,RerJ + &JRer,)2 + (aJImrJ + &JImr,)2 
< 1 (2.80) 
since Im t,,, b 0 for all Im i # 0 and Re rtJ are either both greater than or 
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equal to zero or both less than or equal to zero for Im 5 # 0. Therefore the 
left side in (2.80) and hence in (2.79) is less than or equal to one for Im 
[ # 0. Because dso is an analytic function for Im c # 0 and can only be zero 
for real [ we have for fixed Im 5 # 0 that ) d, 1 is bounded away from zero. 
The required estimates for 1 V,f I* reduce to comparing the powers of ) 5 ) 
in the numerators and denominators of the various terms. The arguments 
sketched below are almost identical to those found in [2]. Consider the 
case LfK, x3)=j CC,‘=, K&h x3, LJ) @j(q) dp. A straightforward com- 
putation shows that if k, k’ are any of the terms m’+,, then - 
Defining &t, P) = @,(~,(x~)f)(v), f, K P) = @.A+ dx3)fh), we 
obtain the following expressions for the integrals involving p by using the 
residue theorem and noting that x, 7, are each contained in the 
appropriate Hardy class of functions in the upper or lower p-half planes: 
(2n)-“*I(p_+r,)-‘~,f(rl)dp= T(W2~,(5, TT,), 
(27c-“*j(p+~~)-‘e -‘“Vyf(q) dp = -(2n)“* ie”z” 
X (.?I(& -~2)+3ob(t, --t2)), 
(2n)-“* 1 (p- z2)-’ e-i”P@rf(q) dp = (27~)” ie-“2y2(& z2), 
(2n)-‘q(p+T,)-l u+ @,f(v) dp = (2x)“* ie”1u31(& -zl). 
The square of the absolute value of each of these terms is bounded by 
Consider, for example, 
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I @),,f(t. x3)12 dx, 
> 
d (21mzo) ~ ’ jR I @.rf(t, x3)1* dx,, 
4c.(i)‘(15’1+1)-‘j I@.y~f(t,xJ*dxv 
w 
With the above estimates we can bound the L2 norm of each term in 
V,f(<, x3) just as in the following example: 
ss I x&J e w3e - 1 o m’+O’WOm’+O U IS12~oi)~‘~-(5,~o)12dx~dS R2 R 
<c2(i)jR2 4 joa 15 I2 ep21mroX3 I?-(& d12 4 
=c2(i)jR2 1512(21m~o)-’ l.f-(Ld2d~ 
-2(1) j j I@.x*.f(t> A2 &4 = c*WI f 1’. 
La2 R 
Let q5, $ E 9(R3, C”) so that @XSq4(<, x3) is rapidly decreasing in 5. 
Setting q5, = x,4, integrating by parts and recalling that G(x, y, [) was con- 
structed to satisfy the interface conditions, we have 
Hence AR(C) 4 = E(x)Cd + M(i) $1 E 2, i.e., R(i) 4 E St(n) and 
(,4 -<Z) R(c) q5 = 0. Therefore R(c) agrees with the resolvent for A on a 
dense set; since they are both continuous they coincide everywhere. 
3. GENERALIZED EIGENFCJNCTIONS, REPRESENTATION OF 
THE SOLUTION GROUP AND THE PARSEVAL IDENTITY 
The continuous spectrum of A consists of the entire real line Im 5 = 0 
with c =0 as an embedded eigenvalue. The generalized eigenfunctions 
associated with the continuous spectrum are of two basic types, (1) plane 
wave modes due to the singularities i = E.,,(q), j= 0,2, k = + 1 of 
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@,t G(x, q, 0, and (2) trapped wave modes due to the zeros of d,, s = e, m, 
occurring in the denominators of @;G,(x, q, 0. As will be seen later the 
apparent singularities [ = n,,(q), k = +l, do not contribute generalized 
eigenfunctions. 
The zeros c = [( 15 1) of dJQ(& 0 and their properties are presented in 
Theorem 3.1. We first observe that the equations d& = 0, s = e, m, respec- 
tively, can be written in the useful forms 
itan(z,a)= 
El TI(&OTZ + E?TO) 
(E()E*T; + &:T()T*)’ 
(3.1 )ln 
itan(s, a) = PITI(PoT, +&To) 
(POW: + P(:Tod 
(3.1 L 
itan(z, a/2) = 
(E:ToT? + QY%T:) f J[( * 2 EOTI -&:T;)k:T: +:)I, t3.2)m, 
EITI(EoTz + Wo) 
itan(r,a/2 )A :Tob + PoPczT:) + [(&T: - PL:To)~ (P;T: - /&:)I 
hT,(t”oTz + &To) 
(34, 
In the special case of a symmetric waveguide (i.e., pLo= p2, sO= c2) the 
equations in (3.2), reduce to the following simple equations for the even 
and odd TM and TE trapped mode frequencies: 
i tan(z, u/2) = E (even TM modes), 
itan(r,u/2)=-E2’1 E, T2 (odd TM modes) (3.31, 
and 
i tan(t, u/2) = K (even TE modes), 
2 
i tan(t,u/2) =ZC (odd TE modes). ~ I T2 (3.3), 
THEOREM 3.1. (1) For s=e,m the zeros [=k(<)=k((t:I) ofd, are all 
real. There are no zeros unless no,, nZ1 > 1, ny = c,c,-‘, and in this case the 
roots occur in pairs k+(c)= -k-(t), c,(~1<k+(~)<min(c,,c,)l~~. 
Without loss of generality we consider the case no2 > 1. (2) Defining 
d,= (~~p,)(~,p~)-‘> 1, L,=d,(n& -t~&)*‘~ (n:, - 1)-Ii2, L,=~G~L,,, (so 
that L, <L,), the roots k” of A, = 0 form two sequences (k~,}~ZO p = e, o, 
s = e, m. These are referred to as the even (p = e) and odd ( p = o), TM 
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(s = m) and TE (s = e) mode frequencies. These functions satisfy the follow- 
ing properties: 
(i) k,P”(t)= -kP”,([)andfors=eorm, l[[#O, therootskTareal1 
distinct. 
(ii) k:(t) is defined for l<l>rr~, r=a-‘(n&--l)-““, 
r;=(tanP1L,+2nn), nEZ+ = (0, l,..., }. It is positive, bounded away from 
zero (except for kr(<) in the symmetric case, i.e., when L, = 0), and there are 
exactly N + 1 roots for rr; < I< 1 < rrpNs+ , .
(iii) k;(r) is defined for 15 ( > rr,O’, rr = (tan ~ ’ L, + (2n + 1) z), 
ncz,, it is positive, bounded away from zero and there are exactly N + 1 
such roots for rrg < ( < ( < rr;, , , 
(iv) k,P”({) -+ c2rrnpF as 1 {I -+rrr +O, a,,,k~(5)>Oandarcrk,P”(5) -+ c2 
as I51 --f rr{’ + 0; hence kr({) can be extended as a C’ function to the left of 
j(j=rrr by ca 151; kr(t)=c, )[j+o(l) as /~I+co. For each fixed 
I 5 I> 0, the sequences { kf } n are finite, strictly increasing and contained in 
(Cl 151, c2 Ill). 
(v) In the symmetric case L, = 0, s = e, m, and hence at least two 
trapped modes exist for all ( 5 ( > 0, namely, k;(t). Generally L, < L, so that 
new TE modes occur at lower frequencies than the corresponding TM modes. 
Remark 3.1. (1) It has already been shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
(see (2.79), (2.80)) that the roots of d, = 0 are all real. For Im 5 = 0 each zI 
is either real or pure imaginary. By a simple process of elemination it can 
be shown that zeros for d, can only occur in the case cI < min(c,, c2) and 
that these roots must lie in the intervals (-min(c,, +)I 5 1, -cl ) 5 I), 
(c, I[\, min(c,, cz)l[l). (2) The definitions of the functions z, in (1.16) 
imply that z,( - [) = -z/(c), which in turn implies J,( 5, - c) = --A,( 5,[). 
Hence the real roots of A,, = 0 must occur in pairs, k”+ (5) = -k’Y (5). (3) 
Combining the results of (1) and (2) at a real root k > 0 of d,, = 0, we have 
z,(<, +k+iO)= kc;’ Ik*-cC:I < 1211/*~ &l~,l and forj=0,2, z,(&k)= 
ic,- ‘(c,’ 1 r (‘- k’)“* - i (z, 1. (4) The existence of the roots {k!j,,} of the 
theorem are simple geometric consequences of the equations in (3.1), or 
(3.2),. A very useful notation in which to analyze these equations and 
obtain many of the properties in the theorem is to introduce the real 
variable z=alz,l and define z~=a2(n~liZl)1412. Thus for j=O,2, 
ar, = n,; ‘(z* - z2)‘/* ! and with V, = d,(z,’ -z ) we can write (3.1), as 
z( V, + VcJ Tm 
tanz=(Z2- v,v,)=B,’ 
z(d,-*V,+d,-*VO) T, 
tanz= (Z*-d,-2d,*VoV2)=B,’ (3.4), 
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Therefore Eqs. (3.2), become 
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tan(z/2) = - B,IT, + J’[cBsIT;T”+11, (3.5), 
where we seek roots z lying in the interval 0 < z < z~. In terms of these 
roots, the roots k of A,*=0 are given by 
k2=c~(u-*z2+)~12) or k2=c~(l~~2-u-2n,2(z~-z2)). 
(Sketch of the proof). Part (1) follows from the remark as does the first 
part of (2)(i). Parts (2)(ii) and (iii) are simple geometric consequences of 
(3.4), or (3.5), and (3.6). The second part of (1) is obtained by showing 
that 8,d, at a zero k is not zero. We consider only the case s = m; the case 
s=e is almost identical. It is easy to see that aid,,, =E,E~[(z,T~)-~ A,,,, 
i?,d”,,,= -e,&,i(T,z,)-’ a,,, and hence that 
At a zero k of d, this can be written as 
diA,o(t, k)=~lk~l~ld,l,e~“~a 
c 
-2iu/.L, + (ror2)-’ 
and in using the identity 
Am,,drr,+d”,,,A.,,=2(c,--2-c,~2)I~12 
we obtain 
+&gT*~~/2(C~2-C~2)+&*TOI~~2(C~2-C;2) 
&l”L” 1 4nl2L2 . 
Substituting the expressions for z, in part (3) of Remark 3.1, we have 
JO9~11)9 l-5 
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and hence the zeros are simple. 
The first result of (2)(iv) is a consequence of (3.6) and the fact that k; 
occurs when 2 -+ -7? and 15 ( + rrr, and the fact that ky(t) = c, (4 I + o( 1) 
as 15 ) + 00 follows from (3.6) and the fact that 27~1 <z < 2(n + 1) x for the 
root k?(t). The remaining results follow from an explicit computation of 
c?,,,A,,(~, k(t))=O, where k(t) is a zero of A,. This computation is 
somewhat lengthy and we shall present only the final result in the case 
s = m. From (3.4), and recalling that at a root k of this equation Z, V, and 
k are all functions of I < ( , we have 
%,;,z=z{ v,d;u’(n;, - 1)(:2+ V!)+ Vo+22(nf, - l)(z’+ l,$}l[l 
/(If, V,[(z’+ V$(z’+ v;, + (V. + V,)(z’+ v, V,)] 
+ z’[ v24z2 + vg+ v,d;(? + V$]), 
which is positive for 0 < z < z2. Now from (3.6) we have 
(3.7) 
k&=c:(a&;+/<l) (3.8) 
and hence k( 0 > 0 for I < I > 0. Finally since kr occurs when z = z2 and 
/51=rrn 3 ps we obtain from (3.6) that kf + c2 I< I as I< I -+ rrr + 0 and also 
using (3.7) (3.8) (k;‘)’ + cz as ItI + rrpJ + 0. This completes the proof of n
Theorem 3.1. 
Following the discusssion in Section 1, we need to compute the residues 
of @tG,(.u, q, i) E,-’ at the singularities {A,(q)}, (kP+s,,)“. The computation 
of these residues using the explicit formulas for “T G,(x, q, i) in (2.75), 
(2.76),, j = 0, 1, 2 is straightforward. The following hmits and notation are 
useful in recording the generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
singularities [ = ;Ik, + i0 (see (2.7), (2.16)): 
lim t&,-i) 
-= -x--k(P)rl,(~k,+iO)l~‘, “--,.i,+rO (p+r,) 
l,(i)=c,-‘iT,-‘, 
5 
(A&-) 
L!y+z" (p-z,) 
-= Xk(P)[l,(Ajk + i")] ~ '9 X-k(P) +Gc,+ i0) 
, 
= -x -!f(P)P, 
(&J-i)=, 
;+1i:+lo (p+z,) ’ 1Z.L Xk(P) Tji(Ak, + i0) = Xkb) P 
(3.9) 
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Define 
Ix,~~,(5,~,~+iO)=kn,, ~Yj(~l-n,;*~0’~2~“2, 
Pk2 f z2(5, 1~2 + i0) = kn,, 1 tj 1 1 1 - nG2 1 w’ ) 2 ) lj2, (3.10) 
PkO 3 r,(4, A,, + i0) = kn,, 1 q I ) 1 - ni2 1 co’ 1 2 I 1’2, o:>(n$,- l)lo’12 
= in,, I r] I I 1 - nG2 IO’ I 2 I I’*, 0z-c (n&- 1)Jo’12, 
where CO’ = </I 9 1, wj = p/J q 1, q = (t, p) E R3, no2 > 1. With this notation we 
define the further expressions 
Further, define the TM and TE plane wave vectors using (2.9), 
m + w  = 4 f t/(5, &, + io), &,I and e + k,, = e( _+ T,( (, A, + iO), &,). 
(3.12) 
Now define the matrices 
Q,M&-~~) = (e'"3PZ+ e~'"3P~,,,12(AkmO12) ~ ' Q), 
Qk,,,ol(-x3) =2&O Ipl(A,,,)-’ (e-raro’r3+u’Z+ d”km012(Akm012)-1 erawcJ3+~)Q), 
Q~~~~(-~~)=4~O~lI~I~~o(~km012dkmO)~’e~rB~2~x3+u’, (3.13), 
QM,/(-~~) = QM,,(x~)(~~P)), l=O, 1, 2 (see (2.31)), 
and the matrices 
&,&x3) =erp(x3+a’z+ e ~rp(~3~u)d”~m21~(d~m21~) - ’ Q), 
Q/cm21(-t-3) = Q/041( -(x3 + a), R(p)), 
Qkm2dx3) = Qmd -(X3 + a), R(p)), (3.13)~ 
Q~r(x3) = &n2,(x3)( T(p)). 
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Finally, using the above notations we define 
= (271) -3’2 e’““x ~k(~Wo)“~ I5 I I VI I) -’ [x063) Qm,o(x3) m +,coo 
+ x1(x3) Q,wno1(~3) m  -ko~ + x2tx3) Qkn102(~3) m  pk021, 
and (3.14)0 
Cke&> rl) = P) - 3’2 e’“‘iX-k(P)((2~0)1’2 I Cl Iv I)-’ [x0(x3) QM&~) e+m 
+x1(x3) Qke01b3) e-kOl + x2tx3) Qke02(X3) e-k021. 
We also define 
~km2k v)= (2n)-3’2 e’“‘rxk(P)((2h)“2 I t II? I)-’ [x2tx3) Qm&4 m  +k22 
+ X1(X3) &mzl(-G) m  fk21 + X0&3) ti?km2&3) m  +k201, 
Cke2(X, rl)=(271)-3’2e”;‘5Xk(p)((2E2)1’2 iti l?i)p’ cx2tx3) Qkc22b3)e+k22 
+X1(x3) Qkm21(X3)e+k21 +X0(X3) Qke2o(X3)e+k201. (3.14)~ 
The generalized eigenfunction plane wave modes are given by 
ykO(x? q) = h i + IkO +ro (AkO - c) @; Go@, 9, t) E,- ' 
=~k,O(& v)((2&0)“’ itI lvi)pl ‘m+kOO 
+~k&(% v)((2110)1’2 151 i?i)-’ ‘e+kCh (3.15)0 
e‘PP!Pk2(x, n) = crap limC,,,,+,, (A,,- i) q!G,(x, q, i) E; l 
The vectors Ck,,,(x, q), C,,(x, q) satisfy 
CA - a,(q) I) ~k,,t,(x, q) = O, (A - nk,(d 1) cke,(x, ‘1) =o, (3.16) 
the conditions in Theorem 1.5, and the interface conditions in (1.5) SO that 
an appropriate superposition on ‘1 of these vectors satisfies the necessary 
conditions for residence in 9(A) n N(A)l. Furthermore we have the 
relations 
ickm,(‘? q) zkq(x> q) = 0, (3.17) 
‘mk,lE,m ikll=2E/it\2 Iv12? ‘e+k,,E,e.k,,=2~L(1412 ivi2. 
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It can be shown, either by direct estimation or as consequence of the spec- 
tral theorem from (1.13), that the maps 
Y/cjf(?) = [ ‘Y/q(Xv ?I E(X)f(X) dx (3.18) 
define bounded maps Yk,: 2 -+ K, with adjoints 
Y$f(x) = j K&G ~-1 E,f(v) 4. (3.19) 
Using (3.15),,j=O, 2, and (3.17) the transform pairs in (3.1X), (3.19) com- 
bine to obtain bounded operators I7,,: S --f ti given by 
nkjf= Y*k ul,,f=~~~,~,,f+~~~*;,c,,f- K,f+ &,A (3.20) 
where 
&,f(d=j fC&, vl) -W)f(x)dx> Z&,f (xl = j G&, v)f (rl) 4, 
k= +l,s=e,m, (3.21) 
are bounded operators. Again, using (3.17), the operators Z7kS,, j = 0,2, 
k = f 1, s = e, m, are orthogonal in S. It will be seen below that they are 
in fact orthogonal projections onto the TM and TE plane wave data in 2. 
A relatively simple computation shows that 
Namely, from (2.76) we have 
lim 
i-&,+10 
(A,, -[) u+ =O, lim (A,,-[) US,=0 
< - &, + ro 
and 
;Jr+,o UL-MMd-Ur’ 
+(L-1)(X1512~,)~’ C(P+z,)-‘&;‘m’-,‘(E,m’~-,) 
-(~-r,)~l~~‘m’+l’(E,m’+, )+(P+~l)~‘I”;le’-,‘(E,e’-,) 
-(~-~,)-‘~;‘e’+,‘(~,e’+,)l}=0, 
hence Ykl(x, q) = 0. Physically this result is altoghether reasonable; no 
plane wave modes with the phase speed c, of the layer are to be expected. 
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The computation of the generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
trapped modes and the projections onto their respective subspaces in X 
proceeds, initially, in much the same way as the plane wave case. The final 
results are remarkably simple although the intermediate computations are 
a bit messy. The final results are contained in (3.36), (3.39), (3.40), (3.41), 
(3.42). Intended as a road map to the final results, we present a sketch of 
the intermediate steps in the case s = m for the reader interested in working 
through all the details. The general program proceeds as follows: 
At a zero 1 z 1(t) = i of Aso, s = e, m, we compute the residues, i = 0, 1,2, 
c;~(x,, q, f)=[ li; o (1-i) @TG,(x, V, i)E,-‘. (3.23) 
- I 
Just as in (3.18), (3.19) we obtain the bounded maps C:,(l): X --) K, 
with adjoints 
Combining these transform pairs we obtain the operators on 2 
(3.26) 
J=o 
A straightforward but lengthy simplification then yields the factorization 
where 
As will be seen below the vectors o,(r, x3, 1) have a very simple form. 
From Theorem 3.1, the zeros 1~ Qn of Ad occur for I{ 1~ rf. For such an 
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1 define x,(,)( ( 5 I) to be the characteristic function of the interval (r I:, 00). 
Let 
= -$A,l+, (see the proof of Theorem 3.1), (3.28) 
i I T,(l)1 E Tj(5, 0, j= 0, 2, z,(l) = Tl(5, 0, (3.29) 
m .,(O = mJ( f ~,(5,0, 0, e .,(I) = eJ f. ~,(5, 0, 4 (see (2.17)). 
(3.30) 
We also obtain several useful relations as consequences of A,(<, 1) = 0: 
d”,,,(l)(A,,,(l)) -’ errl@ = A,,&l)(d,,&l)) - ’ e -irr(‘b. (3.31) 
The expressions for a +S12, a +S1O from (2.44) become 
u +,,2(1) = 2&,roe-““““(A,,,(l))-’ 
and (3.32) 
a+m,o(r)=2&1Z2e-i*1(‘)a(A,,,(l))-1. 
From (2.52), (2.57) 
d,(~)=4~~~,il~~(l)l~,(l)e-~*~“)“(d,,,(l))-’, 
d,2(l)=4e2e,i~22(1)~~1(1)e-“~(‘)”(d,,2(l))-1 
(3.33) 
with corresponding expressions obtained for a +elZ, a +e1,,, A,, Aez by 
using the transformation p -P T(p). Finally from (2.76),1, (2.44) we have 
ud0(4 = e - ““““A,~2(~)(d”,,,o) - 1 C?~,,,(O, 
Q!n,o(xd = Am,oU)(Am,oV)) -’ e’r’(%?!n&d Q, 
U,,,(I) = e - rrl(‘)uA e1ANd”e,A0) - ’ Q~,,,<4 
Qho(xd = -~eloUMAe~o(~)) - ’ ei7’(‘)nQL2(x3) Q. (3.34) 
With these observations we easily compute the expressions in (3.23) from 
(2.76),. We shall present these intermediate formulas in the case s=m: 
zno(x, r, 0 = (291)~‘~ ~E,z,(/) eCi71c’)em’e I 1 (t 12(p + i( T,,(I)() A,(l) a,,,(l) “(x3’ ” I) ‘m-o(‘)’ (3.35)o 
Gn,(x, t-3 0 = 
-(2n)-3/2 eix’C 
Ut124n(4 4&3, t, 4 ‘m + I(4 ~m12U)~ (3.3% 
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Gin2(x, 59 ‘)=I 1512 (p-iiTz,(Z)l) d,(Z) d&(l) 
d&3* r, 0 ‘m +2(Z), (3.3% 
where 
dA5, x3, 4 = xrclJ15 I )(x0(x3) e ~ IrO(‘)lx3m +0(Z) 
--,~,(x~)(~E~T,(I?))~~ e”l(‘)’ 
x &n,,U) Qi,M m - ,(4 -x2(x3) e'r'(')o 
x d"m,ovMn,*u)) ~ 1 el'2"'i"3+"'m -2(/)}. (3.36) 
In order to obtain the desired factorization in (3.27), we use the explicit 
formulas in (3.35), and (3.36) to compute (3.26). The resulting expression 
in (3.26) simplifies considerably with the aid of the following results 
obtained by direct computation and use of the residue theorem 
‘m ,,(I) E,m .,(I) = 25 I t 14, j = 0, 2, 
‘m+,(Z) E,m +1u)=2+J2 1512, ‘~+,U)W-JO=-& ItI 
(u+ 12=4(sin[u(Pk2r1(z))])‘, 
s (p’ + I T,(W) l dp = n I T,(Z)1 ~ ‘, I lo* 12(P+~Aw2dp=27w 
s u~t?+(~2-s,(Z)2)~‘dp=2~ae~“‘1”‘(z,(Z)u) -‘sinr,(Z)a, 
and 
s 'm + 1(z) u,,2(0 ‘um12(4 e + 1U) & 
=SmE, [<I2 {E~~,Z~- IQ2 e'*"""[d",12(Z)(d,12(Z))1 
+ LovkL,ou)) - ‘1 
x (2r,(Z)a))‘sinz,(Z)a} r8rcas1 lCl’y,(Z). (3.38) 
For any f in X (in the sense of L2) we have 
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cl(l) 
=12 ,512 Id,(1)12a6(5’x3, 1) 
X 
I 
‘dA5, Y3? 1) E(Y) @,dK Y3) &3 
cr4 
= @‘,~-ul) ~,(OS(5, x3), (3.39) 
where 
and 
4#)=4~:w2 I (I2 (&AI~o(l)l l4,ouv-’ 
+ ~2(I~2(4l14d2uv-‘) +4&Y,(l) 
y,(l) = hh l2 - I t I2 e”“““(d”,12(l)(d,,,(I)) ~ ’ 
+ d”,,,(1)(d,,,(1))~ ‘) x (27,(l) a) ~ ’ sin z,(I) a. 
On defining 
a,(L x3,4 = %l(Nl I 5 I I d,(U I- 1 4dr, X3> 1) (3.40) 
we obtain the desired result in (3.27) for the case s = m. In exactly the same 
way we obtain the following expressions for the case s = e. Let 
4(l) = 4k+,W2 I5 12(Po(l Sol I ~,,,(U ‘I- ’ 
+fl2(1 tz(Ol lL,2m2)- ‘I+ 4v,y,(l), 
Y,(l) = -5 PI l2 - I 5 I 2 e”“““(d,,,(r)(d,,,(I)) ~ I 
+ d,.o(l)(d,lo(l))~’ x (22,(l) a)-’ sin z,(l) a, (3.41) 
ae(4, x3,1) = %(l) Xrc/,(l5 I Nil e I I I, ~ ’ 
X {x0(x3) e - 'ro(')'s3e + o(l) 
-e rr'(%(X3) &l0u)(2CL1~#N - ' 
x Qh,(xJ e ~ 1(l) - ~,Io(O(~.,2(l))- ’ 
x e~w~X2(X3) elr2u)ll.~J + “je _ 2(/)} 
and for f E Z define 
= @.,Wl) C,(l)f(L x3). (3.42) 
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It can be verified directly as in [2, 31 that the operators n,(l) given in 
(3.39) (3.42) satisfy the following properties. 
THEOREM 3.2, The operators Z7,(kp,“,), p = e, o, s = e, m, n E z +, are 
mutually orthogonal orthoprojectors in X, i.e., II,(l) I7JZ’) = 6~r6,,,l7,(E) 
(here 6, is the Kronecker delta) and n,(l)* = n,(l). 
Indirect proofs of these results are available (see [2, 81) but because of 
the particularly simple form of the vectors o,(& x3, I) these properties can 
also be verified directly. Direct verification, besides being an interesting 
exercise in freshman algebra, is useful as a check on all the previous com- 
putations. The only difficult parts of the proof are the proofs of the 
orthogonality relations and the verification that these operators are indeed 
projections. That n,( 1)’ = 27,(Z) requires establishing the identity 
s ‘M, x3,1) G,) o,(L x3,1) dx, = 1. (3.43) w 
That n,(l) n,,(r) =0 for sfs’ is obvious since all TM and TE vectors 
(m ,,(I), e*](l)) are orthogonal. In order to show that 17,(i) n,(a) = 0 for 
If I’ one must consider the two cases I = -I’ (which implies ti(l)= 
-r,(Y)) and I# -I’ (which implies r,(l) # -r,(r)) and show that for fixed 
ItI +o 
(3.44) 
The verifications of (3.43), (3.44) are straightforward and somewhat 
lengthy and will not be included. 
The trapped mode generalized eigenvectors eiX’%,(5, x3, I) in (3.40) and 
(3.41) satisfy the eigenvalue equation 
(A - II) e ‘x’%s(<, X3) I) = 0, (3.45) 
the interface conditions in (1.5), and the conditions in (1.4) for residence in 
N(n)l. Thus appropriate superpositions of these vectors on {E lR* lie in 
9(A) n N(A)L. 
The final singularity of @T G(x, q, [) is the embedded eigenvalue c z 0. As 
indicated in the discussion at the end of Section 1, the residue for this 
singularity gives the projection, n,, onto the null space of n in .#‘. 
In particular, from (1.12), for f satisfying @f( *) E g(lR3, C6) and supp 
@fn { 1 r ) = 0) = 0 it is the case that 
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Hence we must compute 
lim (-t@,*G(x, II, 0). (3.46) 
C-0 
The computation of this residue is relatively easy using the expressions in 
(2.76),. There does not appear to be as simple a factorization for the 
resulting expression as there was in the cases of the plane wave and trapped 
wave modes. For the sake of completeness we shall list the final results. 
Although the formulas are a bit messy, a check on the validity of these 
expressions has been carried out as in the case of the trapped mode projec- 
tions, by directly verifying that Z7; = I7,. 
We have 
flo=n,o+n,, n.dl = nsoo + ns,o + ns20 F (3.47) 
s = e, m where 17mo, ZZ, are orthogonal projections in Z. The terms nSfl 
are not projections but this decomposition of I7, is useful in recording the 
final results. Let 
4, = (4 01, de = (0, 4, 0 = (0, 0, 01, d=(t,vLil51), 
flm = h Oh YI, = (0, VI, 1=(51, 52>P)~~3. 
Let 
A m=l<l-l A,o(~,O)=(~o+~l)e’r’a-(~l-~O)(~I-~EZ)(~,+~2)-1e-‘c’U, 
2, = )<I-’ d,,(t, 0) = - (cl -co) e’+ + (Ed + E~)(E, ---E~)(E~ +6*)-l e-l+, 
AL = 15 I -’ A,,(& 0) = (cl + cZ) ei51a- (E, - E~)(E~ - E~)(E, + co)-’ e-‘5’“, 
Ah= 151-‘d,2(5,0)= -(cl -Q) elSla+ (cl +.e2)(.zI -E~)(E, +~~)-~e-l~‘~. 
(3.48) 
Now let 
&(x) = ;Ij(X3Lm)Y S*co=f e”5’(x3+u)@x~f(~, x3) dx3, 
-a 
AK, = [yo &,2(x3, @x7-(5, x3) dx, =3- + (8, - Q)(Q + Q-’ ef, , 
f(5) =I” QmM @,,f((3 x3) dx, --a 
- ‘9jx f( r, x3) dx3 ) J*(5) = j7, e’e’(x3+u)@xrf(~, x3) dx3. 
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With this notation the terms Gx,Z7,,f(r, x3) are given by 
@,~~mr,f(4~ x3)=x0(x3) @Z3 I? I 2 ‘sr?lrl,@xfo 
+ (2 ((1 A,)-’ {x0(x3) e-“‘-Q 
x d”, ‘4, + 2w1h) Qmd~) ‘dn 
4 4E()EI(F1 + E2) -l x2(x3) e’:““‘+“’ ‘a,} aJo, 
(3.49),, 
The terms @,,ZZ,f(~, x,) ((3.49),) are obtained from (3.49), using the 
transformation p + T(p). For j = 0, 1,2 we have 
THEOREM 3.3. The operators n,*, Z7,,, , II,(l), j = 0, 2, k = + 1, 
s=e,m,lEM,=((kP;‘,}:p=o,e,nEZ+}, are mutual11 orthogonal 
orthoprojectors in 2”. befining A$& = IIkS,%, X$, = 17,X, XS(l) = n,(l) 2, 
we have the orthogonal direct sum decomposition 
(3.50) 
and the Parseval identity for A 
c n,,+ 1 n,(l)+n, (3.51) 
s=e,m k= +l /EM, 
,=0,2 
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The solution group U(t) = exp( - ik) has the representation for f E X 
where 
Uk,(t)f=C,*,,e-‘“kJ”“Ck,,f, U,,(t)f=C,*,eC”~( )*Zkyf, (3.53) 
and 
U,(l)(t)f= C,*(l) e -“( “C,(l)f: 
The decomposition in (3.50) reduces U(t) via the respective operators in 
(3.53). The series in (3.52) indexed on 1~ M, converges in the norm of 2 
(uniformly with respect to t E R). 
Remark 3.1. 1. The decompositions in (3.50), (3.51), (3.52) for s=e, m 
reflect the fact that data f in S as well as the solutions to (1.2), (1.4) 
decompose in pure TM and TE parts. 
2. Z7, = 17, + Z7,, is the projection onto the null space of /1 and in 
(3.52) represents the static part of the solution. 
3. Forfe X such that @YE 9(0X3, C”) the sum on 1 E MS is finite. For 
general f E Z’ the sum converges absolutely in the norm of 9. 
4. The proof of the orthogonality relations for the various operators 
can be proved indirectly as in [2, 3, 81. This proof is based on the fact that 
forfE9(/1), s=e, m, IEM,, k= +l,j=O,2, 
These equations are also needed to verify that U(X, t) = U(t)f, given in 
(3.52), is the solution to (1.2), (1.4). The reader is again referred to [2] for 
the proof of these relations. 
5. As indicated earlier one can show directly that the operators 17,, 
Z7,(/) are projections. We have not been able to find such a direct proof for 
the operators nlks but a very simple indirect proof using the orthogonality 
relations and Parseval identity is available. In particular for fc Z we have 
by the Parseval identity (3.51) 
where the second equality follows from the orthogonality relations. 
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6. The proof of the Parseval identity consists of justifying the 
interchange of limit and intergration in ( 1.13) and using the formula (1.14). 
For a complete description of the details involved in obtaining these results 
see [2, S].- 
7. The solution U(X, t) = U(t)f(x) of (1.2) (1.4) consists of 
orthogonal TM and TE parts and each of these parts further decomposes 
into a static part, superpositions of reflected plane-wave modes, and super- 
positions of trapped wave modes. These terms are all mutually orthogonal. 
8. We anticipate that the techniques used here when applied in the 
case of an arbitrary number of dielectric layers can be adapted to provide a 
fairly simple procedure for computing the reflection and transmission coef- 
ficients and hence the Green’s functions. Furthermore the reflection and 
transmission coeffkients and Green’s function have already been construc- 
ted using these techniques in the case of a dielectric layer sandwiched 
between a dielectric half space and a conducting half space. This problem is 
maximal dissipative but not self-adjoint; hence there is a unique (%$) con- 
traction semigroup delivering solutions to the Cauchy problem. Combining 
the results of the present paper and the results of [3] it is expected that the 
solution semigroup for this problem can be obtained as in [3] where now 
there will be trapped waves from the layer with complex propagation 
speeds and also, possibly, surface waves and nonwaves. The counterpart of 
LI,~~, in this case, is considerably more difficult to analyze. We have already 
shown that the problem in [lo] can be obtained as a special case of this 
problem by allowing the conductivity of the lower half space to become 
infinite. 
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